
Religious education Year 4 Are Rules for Living helpful? Summer Term 2016-17 
Key vocabulary: Judaism, Islam, Muslims, Moses, Ten Commandments, synagogue, kosher, Shabbat, Five Pillars,  

Factual knowledge: 
 There are Old Testament stories that are 

accounts of people disobeying God and the 
consequences, eg Noah’s Ark, Pharaoh and 
Moses, Job,  

 The Ten Commandments form the basis of 
Jewish law.  They are written in Hebrew in 
gold lettering in the synagogue in Oxford. 
(Show photo) 

 Ten Commandments are taken as rules for 
living for Jews and Christians- Moses found 
them inscribed on tablets of stone on Mount 
Sinai. 

 Islam take the Five Pillars of Islam as their 
basis for living: One God, Prayer, Fasting, 
Giving, Pilgrimage. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Skills: 
 Recall stories where God’s laws have 

been disobeyed. 

 Make links between actions and beliefs. 

 Know of the Ten Commandments and be 
able to recall some of them. 

 Understand that the Five Pillars of Islam 
are central to Muslim’s lives and beliefs. 

 

Possible activities: 
 Find out about rules at home, at school, for the 

world.  Which are the important ones? Give the 
children a set of rules for them to consider and 
put into a diamond nine. Look up Exodus 20 and 
find out about the Ten Commandments. and see 
which you think are the most important.  Decide 
on the most important.  

 Link to school values and RE last term with 
authority. Recall stories from the Bible when 
people disobeyed God’s laws.  What happened? 
Eg Noah’s Ark, Job. 

 Find out about the Five Pillars of Islam.  Watch a 
clip and record them.  Compare these to the Ten 
Commandments.  Both are sets of rules for 
living. 

 Does it help to have religious rules?  When has it 
not helped? Discuss tricky situations. Why fast? 
(Ramadan at the moment). Write down a set of 
rules.  Are any linked to Jewish/ Christian or 
Islamic rules? 

Social, Moral, Spiritual and Cultural Education, and Promotion of British Values: 
Spiritual: How does it feel to obey laws?  Consider the feeling of safety from having firm boundaries. 
Moral: Is it always right to obey laws?   
Social: Recognise the impact of religious rules on self and others. 
Cultural: Are these laws still relevant today?  
Democracy is explored through debating how laws are made and obeyed. 
Individual liberty through choice to obey or not. 
Promoting respect of children’s individual differences: share and respect each other’s contributions to discussions and personal accounts. 
Developing personal critical thinking skills- broaden outlook by expanding knowledge about the context and impact of religious rules. 
Tolerance: Think about how people react to religious rules. 
The rule of law is explored by looking at what happens when laws are disobeyed? 



Assessment and evaluation 
   

 Be able to recall a story from the Bible where 
God’s rules were disobeyed, and say what 
happened. 

  Give some reasons why Christians and Jews 
believe that the Ten Commandments are still 
important. 

 Discuss the similarities and differences 
between the Ten Commandments and the 
Five Pillars of Islam 

 Reflect on the most important rules for living 
for them. 

 Ask questions about The Five Pillars of Islam 
or The Ten Commandments. 

 

 Retell a story that shows God’s laws 
being disobeyed, suggesting how a 
Christian might understand the story 

 Compare the Ten Commandments to the 
Five pillars of Islam. 

 Talk about the difference that having 
rules makes to a person of faith. 

 Suggest reasons why laws matter in 
society 

 Ask and answer questions about The Ten 
Commandments and the Five Pillars of 
Islam. 

 

 Be able to name some instances of rules being 
given (and broken) in the Bible, and identify the 
impact. 

 Describe rules and the impact that they have in 
their lives 

 Describe the importance of the Ten 
Commandments to Moses and to Jewish people 
today 

 Write a reflection on the impact of Jewish or 
Christian or Muslim laws and how the 
school/world might be changed if people lived by 
it 

 Make a link between their own views on laws 
and religious rules for living. 

Initials of children working below the expected level, 
with details of attainment:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Initials of children broadly reaching the expected 
level of attainment:  

Initials of children exceeding the expected level with 
details of attainment:  

Evaluation against attitudes towards learning: 
Exploring, initiating, experimenting, showing involvement, concentrating, persevering, showing satisfaction, making links, evaluating 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


